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Abstract. Recent publications suggest that resolving multidimensional tasks 
where optimisation parameters are hundreds and more faces unusual computa-
tional limitation. In the same time optimisation algorithms, which perform well 
on tasks with low number of dimensions, when are applied to high dimensional 
tasks required infeasible period of time and computational resources. This arti-
cle presents a novel investigation on Differential Evolution and Particle Swarm 
Optimisation with enhanced adaptivity and Free Search applied to 200 dimen-
sional versions of three scalable, global, real-value, numerical tests, which op-
timal values are dependent on dimensions number and virtually unknown for 
variety of dimensions. The aim is to: (1) identify computational limitations 
which numerical methods could face on 200 dimensional tests; (2) identify rela-
tions between test complexity and period of time required for tests resolving; 
(3) discover unknown optimal solutions; (4) identify specific methods’ peculiar-
ities which could support the performance on high dimensional tasks. Experi-
mental results are presented and analysed.  
Keywords: Free Search, Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimization,
Multidimensional dimensions optimization
1 Introduction
This article presents a novel investigation on two hundred dimensional (200D) 
versions of three scalable real-value numerical tests. Explored are real coded 
optimisation algorithms Free Search (FS) [9], Differential Evolution (DE) [14] and 
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [3]. It continues the efforts on multidimensional 
optimisation published earlier [11]. The number of potential solution for 200 
dimensions (200D), similarly to one hundred dimensional tests is large. This makes 
these tasks difficult for identification of the optimal solutions and their clarification 
with acceptable level of precision. 
Substantial research efforts are involved in evaluation and improvement of 
existing and design of new methods capable of resolving multidimensional tasks
[5][7][8][11][12][13][15][16].
Earlier publications suggest that available optimisation methods could perform 
well on variety of test with low number of dimensions. However when applied to 
multidimensional tasks with hundreds of parameters well-known methods face 
difficulties such as: - need for large number of objective function evaluations (OFE); -
need for large computational resources; - need for large period of time for 
calculations; - inability to identify optimal solution; - inability to clarify optimal 
solution with appropriate level of precision [11].
In summary identification of multidimensional optimal solutions with acceptable 
level of precision and within acceptable period of time is a great challenge.
The aim of this study is also to continue evaluation of DE and PSO with enhanced 
abilities for adaptation and FS, to avoid stagnation and trapping in local suboptimal 
solution, to identify minimal number of iterations required to resolve 
multidimensional tasks with acceptable precision when applied to 200 dimensional 
optimisation tests. For this purpose three scalable, global, real-value, numerical tests, 
which optimal values are dependent on dimensions number and virtually unknown for 
variety of dimensions are used - Schwefel test function [1], Michalewicz test function
[6] and Norwegian test function [2]
2 Test Problems 
Tests selection considering the following criteria:
? must be scalable to 200 dimensions; 
? must be for global optimisation with many local suboptimal solutions; 
? must not provide initial knowledge for optimal solution value and location;
? optimal solution must be dependent on dimensions number. 
The test, which meet the above criteria and selected for this investigation are –
Schwefel test function, Michalewicz test function and Norwegian test function.
2.1 Schwefel test 
This test function referred in the literature [1] is:? ?in
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where n is the number of dimensions and - ??????xi ???????i=1,…,n. The maximum is 
dependent on dimensions number and for n = 200 is unknown.
2.2 Michalewicz test function  
The Michalewicz test function [6] is global optimisation problem. In this study it is 
transformed for maximization.
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where search space is defined as ????xi ????????????. . . , n, m = 10. The maximum is 
dependent on dimensions number and for n = 200 is unknown.
